ATTRACTIONS AROUND THE CAMPING
CAMPRODON (5 km )
The confluence of the rivers Ter and Ritort Camprodon is the biggest town of the
valley. Traditionally touristic and hiker’s municipality, invites the visitors for a walk
around it’s stoned paths and extends the bridge (El pont Nou), El Passeig Maristany.
It’s modern elegant houses, El carrer Valencia with full of traditional shops, it’s leafy
avenues, fountain and the weekly Sunday market are the major attraction of the town.
SETCASES (17 km) and VALLTER 2000 (30 km)
Setcases is a picturesque village with stoned paths, streets and houses, carefully
reconstructed saving it’s traditional charm.
Vallter 2000, Ski Resort and starting point for various hiking routes are situated at the
height of 2000 mt, above the valley of the river Ter.
RIPOLL (18 km) and SANT JOAN DE LES ABADESSES (8 km)
Ripoll, capital of the region and Sant Joan de les Abadesses is popular for it’s spectacular Romanesque
monasteries.
BEGET (24 km)
Access starts from Camprodon towards direction Rocabruna and Beget . The village is
situated at the height of 541 mt and the houses are staggered over the river, crossed by two
ancient and well preserved bridges.
You will find the town of Beget dominated by the Romanesque church of San Cristofol of
Beget(XIIth century), listed as a national monument and one of the oldest example of
Romanesque area, beautifully reconstructed. At the outskirt of town, you will explore the
gorges of Beget, the three big pond perfect for a fun bath day.
VOLCANIC ZONE OF LA GARROTXA AND FAGEDA D’EN JORDÀ (20 km)
The best volcanic landscape of the Iberian península is found in LA GARROTXA AND FAGEDA D’EN
JORDA. It has around forty volcanic cones and more than twenty lava flows. La Fageda d'en Jordà is the
unique forest of the Beech because it grows on the plain land which lies on the lava flow from the volcano of
Croscat. In the middle of the Beech forest there is a premises of the association La Fageda, the non profit
company which dedicates the production of yogurts and other dairy products. Sight Seeing: 902.118.150
VALL DE NÚRIA (34 km fins a Ribes de Freser)
The mountain resort of Vall de Núria is unique wealth of natural heritage and landscapes, located in the
Eastern Pyrenees within the municipal area of Queralbs.It lies above one of the highest
point of the Ribes Valley and is surrounded by peaks of almost 3000 mt, from here it
starts a flow of multitude water resources and streams. The only means of transport to
reach there is the rack railway.It covers the distance of 12,5 km and takes you up at the
height of over 1000 mt. Once you reach there you can choose various hiking routes,
horse or pony riding, Archerying, boating, playing in sportive zone, skiing in winter.
For more information please call: +34.972.73.20.20
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VIA ROMANA DEL CAPSACOSTA
Via Romana del Capsacosta covers the distance of 8,5 km. The starting point of this
trail is just infront of the camping. It is the best historic monument of the valley of
Camprodon. The route connects between Ripollès and Garrotxa , anciently used by
Romans as a way to go to the France typically for Annibel with their elephants. Some of
it’s stretch is well preserved and it’s worth while to visit this trail.
RUTA DEL FERRO (8 km)
It is the green trail which follows the old railway of Ripoll-Sant Joan de les AbadessesToralles-Ogassa. The start point is at the old railway station of Sant Joan de les
Abadesses. It can be explored either by hiking or cycling and is appropriate(suitable)
for all ages. The distance between Sant Joan de les Abadesses and Ripoll is 9 km and
between Sant joan de les Abadesses and Ogassa is 5 km.
For hiring Bicycles Please call : +34.972.72.04.95 (we also have 10% discount tickets).
THE FORESTS AND THE PLAINS OF THE LA RAL
This is the easy trail and the distance is 8 km long, starting point is at the bridge of Carbur and it exits at the
town Sant Pau de Segúries. This route passes through beech,, aqueducts and fountain,along the river el Ter
till the small village la Ral, then it deviate to the other side of the river el ter.
EL SANTUARI DEL REMEI AND CAMPRODON
Distance of this trail is about 8 km from Camprodon. At the exit of camping take the right turn,and at the end
of the street take the left turn. This route passes through the stream , a quarry and the neighbourhood of the
la Ral. At about 4 km from the starting point, the track is diverted to the beautiful sanctuary of Remei and
continues till Camprodon. From Camprodon you can take public transport to come back to the camping.
MOLLÓ PARC (14 Km)
It is the natural wildlife park of 10 acres of land where you can enjoy Flora and Fauna
which is the special characteristic of this part of pyrenees. Approximately after two
hours of walk at the trail will start seeing interesting species such as marmots, roe deer,
brown bear, chamois, deer. There is also a farm where children can touch the animals
and feed them.
LA VALL DEL BAC
This route covers the distance of 21.3 km. At the exit of the camping take the right turn and at the end of the
street take the paved uphill and follow the path to your left which leads towards the Mas El Mariner. It is the
highest slope of the route then it starts to descend and continue to the main track until 10.480 km. There take
the right turn towards the farm house Mas Llongarriu where you will find a beautiful chapel. After passing
the farm house (Mas Llongarriu), take the track of the right climbing up gradually. When you reach at the
main road take a right turn which continue till the village.
FROM COLÒNIA ESTABANELL TO OGASSA, THROUGH SERRA CAVALLERA:
This route is of about 32 km, it can be done either by driving or cycling. The starting point of this route is at
the Colonia d’estabanell. At the traffic light of the Colonia Estabanell take the left turn.this trail passes
through the lap of Serra cavallera with spectacular views of the valley which takes you to the village of Ogassa,
from there you can go to Sant Joan de les Abadesses.
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